12,000 acres of flavour
and adventure
SPICERS HIDDEN VALE | 34 ROOMS | 4 EVENT SPACES | HOMAGE RESTAURANT

From the moment you turn into the driveway it is hard to believe

restored colonial cottages from a bygone era and a warm country

that such a place could exist so close to a major city. Just an

welcome. The retreat offers space to relax, space to listen, and

hour’s drive from the Brisbane CBD, Spicers Hidden Vale is

space to embark on an adventure amidst abundant wildlife.

a destination that invites relaxation and rejuvenation.
Set on 12,000 acres, Spicers Hidden Vale features an

With a number of different indoor and outdoor spaces to explore,
Spicers Hidden Vale is a unique luxury Australian experience.

architectually designed Homestead, Australian barn, beautifully

SPICERS HIDDEN VALE QUICK GUIDE

SPICERS HIDDEN VALE
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617 GRANDCHESTER MOUNT MORT RD, GRANDCHESTER • LOCKYER VALLEY, QLD

• Homage restaurant
• Lap pool & hot spa with
valley views
• Wood fired oven and coal pit

• Market gardens with smoke
house and fermenting room
• Dedicated event spaces
• On-site parking

• Wildlife research facility
• Mountain bike trails
• Bush walking trails
• Complimentary Wifi

• Tennis
• Pool
• Animal Nursery
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ACCOMMODATION

CLIMATE

Scattered amongst picturesque country gardens are elegant

MONTHLY AVERAGE TEMPERATURE

cottages dating back to the 1800’s which have been beautifully
restored into guest accommodation.
The 34 rooms and suites feature verandas with sweeping country

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

January – summer

32°C

19°C

July – winter

21°C

6°C

The suites (four) are stand-alone cottages with a separate lounge

As the name suggests, Homage restaurant pays respect to the

Hidden Vale Adventure Park (HVAP) offers a unique outdoor

land, the local farmers and the produce itself. Created around

experience to guests. Trails cater for all levels of experience and

the paddock to plate philosophy, the menu is inspired by the

a range of mountain bikes are available for hire from the trailhead.

abundant local produce.

number of the higher elevation points throughout the park

ONSITE EXPERIENCES

room and French doors opening out onto valley views.
LOCATION
Located in the Lockyer Valley region, Spicers Hidden Vale is only
an hour’s drive from Brisbane, one hour from Toowoomba and
Wellcamp Airport, and 90 minutes from the Gold Coast.
Private transfers can be arranged from Brisbane or the Gold Coast.

• Self-guided nature walks		

• Mountain biking

EVENTS

• Hidden Vale Wildlife Centre

• ATV discovery tours

Perfect for small to medium sized events, the retreat offers a host
of on-site meeting rooms with natural light and fresh country air.

• Helicopter scenic flights		

• Hot air ballooning

• Animal nursery			

• Market garden tour

• Firepit 				

• Stargazing

The Laidley Room is situated at the top of the property and
offers a deck area for enjoying meals and breaks. All popular
set up styles are available and include internal stereo and audio

For those with limited time, charter helicopter transfers can be

visual facilities.

booked to and from Brisbane, Toowoomba and Gold Coast Airports.

The Grandchester Room sits towards the property entrance with
plenty of room to move, being the largest space to meet. It offers

EVENT SPACE DIMENSIONS & CAPACITIES

natural light, fresh air and a lounge area for an informal breakout.
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DINING

With over 110 kilometres of world-class mountain bike trails,

HVAP also offers Polaris ATV transfers from the trailhead to a

views and open fireplaces, each with their own unique character.

Boardroom

HIDDEN VALE ADVENTURE PARK

All conference facilities feature complimentary AV and Wifi.
The Barn, including a festoon lit courtyard, is the ideal spot for
a private dinner or cocktail function for up to 80 delegates.
Completely rebuilt in 2020, the Boardroom in the Homestead
provides a comfortable and private meeting space including
integrated AV and closed loop hearing system.

From fresh seasonal vegetables picked from our market
garden to local freshwater cray and beef from our own
property, this is dining in its purest form.
2021 AUSTRALIAN GOOD FOOD GUIDE AWARDS

